
CMU 15-251 Fall 2018

Homework 10
Writing session on Wednesday December 5

1. (SOLO)

(a) First, review the RSA cryptosystem. We’ll encode and decode a simple message using
RSA. The message is allowed to be any string containing only lower case letters and
spaces. We can think of a string of this form as a decimal number by viewing it as a
number in base 27: space corresponds to 0, ‘a’ corresponds to 1, ‘b’ corresponds to 2,
..., ‘z’ corresponds to 26. (For example, the string “d bc” corresponds to the number
4× 273 + 0× 272 + 2× 271 + 3× 270.) Let N = 77. Pick a valid exponent E. The public
key is (N,E). Encrypt the message M = “at”. Figure out the private key, decrypt the
message, and verify that you get back the original message.

(b) A text containing only lower case letters and spaces was encrypted using the RSA en-
cryption system as follows. The text has a total of 48 characters. It was divided into 6
blocks of 8 characters each. Each block was converted into a decimal number by viewing
it as a number in base 27. The parameters P = 961748941, Q = 674506111 and E = 7
were used to encrypt each block one by one. The encoded message is:

392482833376092259 37946894654998926 206997481124158797

309293822156382938 124367975733148998 576469767275817590

Write a program to figure out the original message. Submit your code to Gradescope
by 6:30pm on December 5th. You may not use any packages or built-in operations that
automatically does fast modular exponentition, find modular inverses, etc. You may
only use basic arithmetic operations like plus, minus, multiplication, division, and mod.

2. (GROUP) Alice is the CEO of a major corporation, with a publicly known RSA key (N,E).
When Alice sends an important message to her VPs, she often uses the following signature
scheme. First, assume the message M can be encoded as a number in Z∗

N . (Alice double-
checks that indeed gcd(M,N) = 1; if not, she doesn’t send the message.) Alice then sends
her VPs the number L = sign(M), where sign(M) is defined to be MD (mod N), where D
is Alice’s RSA secret/private key. Note that in this setting, we are not trying to keep M a
secret.

(a) How do the VPs determine the content of the message M given L = sign(M)?

(b) The reason Alice uses this “signature scheme” is that she wants the VPs to be assured
that it was really her who sent the message, and not some evildoer impersonating her
with a forged message. Briefly describe why this signature scheme indeed helps the
receivers of L know that it was really Alice sending M .

(c) Alice’s evil secretary Eve wants to send the message V ∈ Z∗
N to the VPs and make it look

like it was signed by Alice. Of course, Eve does not know Alice’s secret key D. However
she tells Alice, “Boss, I want to test out the message-delivery system. Please sign these
two messages W and X for me. Don’t worry, they’re just random gibberish...”
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Describe how Eve can choose two messages W,X ∈ Z∗
N such that, once Alice gives her

sign(W ) and sign(X), Eve can efficiently produce sign(V ). It must be the case that both
W and X are uniformly random elements of Z∗

N ; however, they definitely don’t have to
be independent.

3. (GROUP) Lord Varys is a genius who figured out a very efficient way to compute ϕ(N)
for any number N . He wants to use this knowledge to find your secret RSA decryption key
E−1, given your known public key (N,E). Fortunately, Lord Varys forgot how to do Euclid’s
Algorithm. Unfortunately, show that he can still efficiently compute E−1, as follows:

E−1 = Eϕ(ϕ(N))−1 mod ϕ(N).

4. (GROUP) Cersei wants to generate a public/private RSA key pair, and so does Jaime. Since
they trust each other, they decide to avoid duplicating their efforts, and instead generate a
common pair P,Q of distinct primes and hence a common modulus N = PQ. After choosing
N,P,Q, each of them chooses an encryption exponent separately. Their public keys are thus
(N,E1) and (N,E2). Assume that gcd(E1, E2) = 1.

Tywin has an important message M ∈ Z∗
N for Cersei and Jaime, so he sends M to both

by encrypting M using their respective public keys. Littlefinger intercepts both ciphertexts
(encrypted messages). Show that Littlefinger can recover M in polynomial time.

5. (OPEN-OPTIONAL) Note: this problem will not appear on the homework writing session,
and you don’t have to hand in anything for it. We chose a secret paragraph of text. We
converted it to its ASCII values, forming a sequence of 467 numbers between 0 and 255. We
then interpreted this as a number M in base 256, with the first letter of the paragraph being
the “least significant digit” and the last letter of the paragraph being the “most significant
digit”. We then wrote this number in base N , where

N = 2093404078647960906799898017355416098605370808024166294740717841391595026367228003012897111505345940409983107613580451

This gave us a sequence of ten numbers M0,M1, . . . ,M9, each between 0 and N −1 (with M0

the least significant and M9 the most significant). We then encrypted each of these numbers
using RSA, with public exponent

E = 1184316251665380273966476169181151737059612170276619975510619684704611334947922570543721664313724155690945840619407251

This gave us the following ciphertexts:

C0 = 1474929761870559971387608935669945414766397881175270554098589788231480721421883777030830853689411755792583363871898436

C1 = 445901537443446142056213372185747782195146452567693995214267079251977149087186013921271075132882438768883883093653695

C2 = 456188435402099640659238702214386343247840317923117307310618544423641553055819041314305604506373119900745395724124220

C3 = 187358694937053522857995029812525686039843133777231378690025343681940667711298106173706390166533256971479979382770013

C4 = 514746245108614691988314791840463114288739175852960173061936524721911756748745630078839235016700130125425028782144126

C5 = 1774381698008355799048914175416116959331589637951485572703154227114182460845128698370671858633004817490062468978489834

C6 = 265003962204353098728592809016942086854002150775403195817865824517465640274966844718736911422089364018685462249300574

C7 = 169244303542565449827328692483780748399901498391057182311523589898157119837370443526071715339347213366005041013520503

C8 = 2078288450326897472208872898515991156109610865161864522939607939153857749968740492346768424722778313871364454809455317

C9 = 727335358385165900270667140453995067431522618661235052900042595209997762239713408806232175116554276491753531490057222
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Determine (if you can!) the secret paragraph.

6. (OPEN-OPTIONAL) Read the following paper to learn more about how computational
complexity theory is related to some of the important topics in philosophy:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1108.1791.pdf

7. (OPEN-OPTIONAL) Compute 251 + ϕ(15251).
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